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Introduction

An Environmental Assessment Overflight (EAO) was flown over Crookneck Lake by
AW.Research Laboratory on June 4, 2001under the following conditions:

Time:
Temperature:
Sky:
Wind:

Mid day to mid-afternoon
60° F
Partly Cloudy
12 South

The purpose of the EAO was to document existing environmental conditions at various
locations. Video images were taken with aircraft mounted cameras. Slide images were
taken with a handheld camera. The images were analyzed at A W.R.L. for environmental
land use concerns and ordinance non-conformity.

User Guide

Image sites are marked on the topographical maps located in the front ofthe report.
These numbers correlate with numbers on image sites and slides .

Some site images have ovals or arrows indicating areas of interest. A key is provided
below each ofthose sets of images.

Thermal site images of areas of concern are included in appendix A
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Site 1

Analysis: possible set-back violations, debris
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Site 2

Analysis: possible set-back violations, pits, possible fill violation
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Site 3

Analysis: possible set-back violations, new construction, erosion, no silt fencing
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Site 4

Analysis: possi6fe new construction, extensive vegetation

Site 5

Analysis: possible set-backllot size and impervious layer violation
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Analysis: possible set-back, nutrient run-off, lot size/impervious layer violations

Site 6
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Site 7

Analysis: possible set-back violations, new construction, weed roller, possible fire
pit
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Site 8

Analysis: new construction, steep bank with possible erosion
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Site 9

Analysis: possible set-back violation, new construction, fire pit, road run-off
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Site 10

Analysis: possible Eurasian watermilfoil
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Analysis: possible set-back violations

Site 12 .*~."~,,----------------~------~,.

Site 11
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Analysis: possible set-back violations

Site 13
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Analysis: possible set-back violations, check wastewater management plans for tier

development
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Site 15

..
Analysis: possible set-back violation

Site 16
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Site 16....--..........,....
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Analysis: possible set-back violation, asphalt driveway to lake
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Analysis: possible set-back violations, possible nutrient run-off, fire pit
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Analysis: possible set-back violation

Analysis: silt fence, excessive vegetation

Site 20

Analysis: debris
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Conclusions and Recommendations:

1. Crookneck Lake is a general development lake and the setback distances are: 75
feet for dwellings and the impact zone is 50 feet, however; if a bluff is involved
the setback is whichever is greater between 30 feet from the top ofthe bluff or 75
feet from the OHW.

2. Develop a stormwater plan for those dwellings in violation ofthe shoreline
setback ordinances to meet intent of shoreline ordinances.

3. Transfer station is within the shorelands area. There may be a need for
monitoring wells to determine if the groundwater is being impacted and if it is
flowing towards a lake.

4. Develop vegetation management plan.

5. What needs to be done for a nutrient reduction plan will be discussed at July
meeting.
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